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Organizors Agreement
Between:
HDH-International Archery Association
H-1163. Budapest, HUNGARY
Margit u. 28

and

Slovak Archery Association 3D
Juraja Jánosika 881
01303 Varín, SLOVAKIA

A) The Association controls and organizes competitions and tournaments in Historical, 3D and Hunting archery.
HDH-IAA owns the commercial rights to these competitions and tournaments.
B) The Organizor, SAA 3D wants to organize the 12nd 3D Archery European Championships and the Association appoints
Mr. Jozef Ďugel as head of organizing committee.
C) Time of the event : 18-24. 08. 2019. Place of event: Chata Fatranka, Varín, SLOVAKIA
D) HDH-IAA rules will be applied.
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It is hereby agreed as follows:
Appointment
The Association grants the Organiser the rights to on place organize the event by:
- providing the location suitable for 3D ECH 2019 competition (28 pieces targets placed in terrain, not flat in case of 3D)
6 targets for finals in a finals area where spectators can be seated.
- providing dressing rooms, toilets, buffet etc.
- providing a practice field of min 12 targets, distances 20,25,30,35,40,45 meters.
- organizing the advertisement of the tournament in the region and the surrounding countries to potential participants,
viewers, media, potential sponsors
- arranging that at least 50 archers from own country participates on the event.
- coordinating and arrange accommodation near to the event. (better than the list price)
- providing free entry for competitors and for their followers to the competition area.
- getting all the necessary licenses, permissions needed to host the event. (For example: Police, landowners, city or any
other body who’s permission is needed to run the event.)
- providing accommodation and economy class flight tickets for people running the event. (Pro team where needed,
judges is included)
- providing trophies for 4 categories (prices if sponsorship is on place)
- arranging TV screens with stands for publishing the results
- provides 10 volunteers, hostesses to help with building courses and run the event.
- deposits 3.000 € to the account of HDH-IAA 1 year before the event. The deposit is deducted from the 10% payable
licence fee after the event.
- if possible provides media crew for finals

The Association will:
- provide homepage for advertisement and registration of the event. (www.hdhiaa.net)
- provide the homepage for results
- help to organize the tournament by building the courses providing judges and professional personnel to run the event
if needed for agreed fee for the ProTeam.
- Actively promotes the event
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Rights:
The Organiser have right to keep revenues from entry tickets, buffet and food and drink provided at place.
The Organiser has right to keep sponsorship revenues. And to expose all sponsors he wants and as he wants.
The Association has all media rights and all media presence must be coordinated with the HDH-IAA.
The Organiser has the rights to keep 90% registration fees.
The Association has right to 10% of registration fees but minimum €1000 for GP, €3000 for Continental or World Champs
The Association has right to expose it’s own sponsors at place.

Cancellation of the event
If the Organiser is unable to hold this agreement of any reason the Association must be informed immediately. The
Association is in this case is entitled to terminate this contract.
In case this is within 3 months before the event the Organizor will be liable for reasonable expenses to move the
championships to another location and the deposit is lost for the organizer.
The deposit (1000-3000 Euro) will be paid to the organizer taking on the event. Second or third bid for the event at
original bidding procedure.

Governing law
This agreement is according to and governed by Hungarian law.

Budapest, 17.10.2018.

Signature by:

Sebastian Vánky
HDH-IAA
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Signature by:

